INT. KYLE’S HOUSE - IKE’S ROOM - NIGHT
Kyle’s parents are putting those little Jewish curls on Ike.
KYLE’S MOTHER
Hold still, Ike. We have to get you dressed. Where the heck is Kyle?
KYLE’S DAD
I don’t know.
(Calling out)
Come on, Kyle! You’re going to be late for Jew Scouts!
INT. KYLE’S ROOM - NIGHT
Kyle is looking in the mirror, adding the last touch to his Jewbilee uniform: A
yellow bandana around the neck. The rest of the uniform consists of Stars of
David, and curlies.
KYLE
(Humming)
Da da da... Hmm Hmmm
KYLE’S MOTHER (O.S.)
Kyle!
KYLE
I’m coming, ma!!
In the distance, we hear a DOORBELL.
KYLE’S MOTHER
GO GET THE DOOR, KYLE!!!
KYLE
Get ready, answer the door, Jesus CHRIST, make up your friggin mind!
INT. KYLE’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
Kyle walks over to the door and opens it.
KYLE
Oh, hey Kenny.
KENNY
Mph rm rmph rm rmph rm rmph rm?
KYLE
I can’t watch the meteor shower with you, Kenny. I have to go to Jewbilee.
KENNY
(What’s that)
Mph rm?
KYLE
It’s what we do in Jew Scouts. Usually we just sit around and make stuff, but
tonight because there’s a meteor shower, we’re gonna do some big thing out in
the woods. It’s gonna suck ass, I’m sure.
KENNY
(Oh, that’s too bad)
Mph, rm mph rmph.
KYLE
Hey maybe you can go with me! Then it won’t suck so hard!
KENNY
Mphrm?
Kyle’s mom and dad walk into the living room.
KYLE
Mom, can Kenny go to Jewbilee with me?
Kyle’s mom and dad exchange a worried look.
KYLE’S MOTHER
Well... Kyle, Jewbilee is sort of a... SPECIAL thing.
KYLE
Oh. Kenny isn’t special?
Kenny looks sad.
KENNY
(Aw)

mph...
KYLE’S MOTHER
No, no, you’re very special, Kenny. It’s just that... Well, Jewbilee is for
JEWISH kids.
Kyle and Kenny just stare.
KYLE’S DAD
You see, boys, Jew Scouts is a special group that borrows a little bit from all
different Jewish denominations... From the Orthodox Jews, from the Hasidic Jews,
from the Northern Italy Cave Jews... But you have to believe the BASIC TENANTS
of Judaism to be a scout.
KYLE
Kenny’ll believe whatever you want him to.
KENNY
(Yeah!)
Mph!
KYLE’S MOTHER
(Worried)
Kyle, the problem is...
KYLE
Please, ma. I don’t think Kenny has anywhere else to be tonight.
KYLE’S DAD
Oh alright. Just don’t let any of the elders know that he isn’t Jewish, okay?
KENNY
Woo-hoo!
They head towards the door.
KYLE’S MOTHER
Come on, Ike! It’s time to go to Squirts!
Ike bounces out in his little Squirts outfit.
KENNY
Smrphs?
KYLE
You have to be in Squirts if you’re too young to be a Jew Scout.
KENNY
Mph...
KYLE’S MOTHER
Don’t worry, Kenny, I’ll fill you in on our faith on the way up there.
EXT. CAR - MOVING - NIGHT
Wide, long shot to show how far away it all is.
INT. CAR - MOVING - NIGHT
Mom is driving, dad in the passenger seat, Kenny, Kyle and Ike in the back.
KYLE’S MOTHER
And THEN, Kenny, Abraham’s wife bare him no children, and she had a handmaid, an
Egyptian, whose name was Hagar. And Sarai said unto Abraham, behold now, the
lord hath restrained me from bearing: I pray thee, go into my maid.
Kenny tries to take it all in.
KENNY
Uh-huh...
KYLE’S MOTHER
Abraham begat Issac who the Lord then said to kill, but that was just a little
silly trick to see if Abraham would do it.
KENNY
Uh-huh.
Ike throws his hat off.
IKE
Pur bada!
KYLE
No, Ike!

(To the front)
Ma, Ike keeps taking off his Squirt uniform!
Kyle picks up Ike’s hat and puts it back on his head.
KYLE’S MOTHER
Ike, you behave!
IKE
Pur!
Ike throws his hat off again. Kyle picks it up.
As Kyle is putting the hat back on, Ike takes off his bandana.
KYLE
No, Ike!
IKE
Pur sur bada!
KYLE
I don’t think Ike wants to go to squirts.
KYLE’S DAD
Ike, your brother Kyle was in squirts and so was I. You have to go so that
someday you can be a big, brave Jew Scout.
IKE
No!
Ike throws his curls off.
KYLE’S DAD
Tell Ike how much fun squirts is, Kyle.
Kyle thinks.
KYLE
What, you want me to lie?
KYLE’S DAD
Yeah, lie.
KYLE
Oh. Ike, squirts is SO MUCH FUN.
KYLE’S MOTHER
Oh my God, what is that?!
The car comes to a stop.
EXT. CAR - STOPPED NIGHT
A bear walks calmly in front of the car.
INT. CAR - MOVING - NIGHT
KYLE’S DAD
Hey, it’s a bear!
KYLE
Wow, cool!
KYLE’S MOTHER
This retreat really is out of the way, isn’t it?
The car starts moving again.
EXT. JEWBILEE RETREAT - NIGHT
The drives under a banner that reads ‘Welcome to Jewbilee ‘99!!!’ and into the
retreat.
Inside the retreat, the car comes to a stop and the kids jump out.
JEW SCOUT LEADER
Welcome to Jewbilee! You folks find it okay?
KYLE’S DAD
Yeah, actually saw a bear a few miles back!
KYLE
He was huge!
JEW SCOUT LEADER
Yeah, we spotted him a few days ago. Nothing to worry about, though, your boys
are safe with us!
KYLE’S MOTHER

I’m sure they are.
KYLE’S DAD
We’ll be back to pick you up after the meteor shower party, boys.
KYLE’S MOTHER
Goodbye boys. Kyle and Ike, you be safe. And Kenny?
KENNY
Mph?
KYLE’S MOTHER
Try and act Jewish.
KENNY
(how do I do that?)
Mph mphhph mph mph?
The parents drive away.
A young adult, SHLOMO, walks up with a large group of two to four year olds.
Shlomo notices Ike.
SHLOMO
Come on, squirt! WE’RE meeting over here!
Ike hides behind Kyle.
KYLE
Who are you?
SHLOMO
I’m the squirt leader. I don’t WANT to be the squirt leader, but I don’t have a
choice it’s the only way I can earn my hutzpah badge. So I gotta spend all night
instructing SQUIRTS!
KYLE
You have to go with him, Ike.
Ike doesn’t move.
IKE
Baba baba baba.
Kyle turns around and kneels down to Ike.
KYLE
Don’t worry, Ike, squirts is fun. And I’ll be right over there in the next
building.
IKE
(Not wanting to go)
Baba babab baaba!
SHLOMO
(Whining)
Come O--on!!
Shlomo takes Ike by the hand and leads him off. Ike looks back toward Kyle
sadly.
Just then, A Jew-Scout leader walks up to Kyle and Kenny with a clipboard.
JEW SCOUT LEADER
Name?!
KYLE
Kyle Brovlofski.
KENNY
Mmnny MnNrmck.
JEW SCOUT LEADER
What?
KYLE
Kenny McHeimerberg.
The leader writes down the names.
JEW SCOUT LEADER
Alright, get to Mashugana Hall, the meeting is already starting!
The boys dash off.
EXT. JEWBILEE AREA - NIGHT

On their way, the boys pass Elder’s Hall.
KENNY
(What’s this)
Mph rm?
KYLE
This is where the Elders meet. Nobody is allowed to go in there when they’re
having a meeting.
The boys walk on by, by the camera HOLDS on the chamber of the elders. Then PUSH
IN slowlyDISSOLVE TO:
INT. CHAMBER OF THE ELDERS - NIGHT
A large, darkly lit room. At one end there is a high chair, in front of that is
a large table.
Little spots of light that fall on each individual elder, of which there are
seven. It all looks like something out of the Krypton scenes in Superman or the
evil dudes in Battlestar Gallactica.
Everyone speaks in Hebrew, with subtitles below them.
GRAND ELDER
(Spoken in Hebrew)
Now gather us, the elders, on this most holy of nights.
ALL OTHER ELDERS
(Hebrew)
Praise Moses.
GRAND ELDER
(English)
I want to welcome you all. Though we each come from a different sect of Judaism,
on this night of Jubilee, we all pray to Moses as one.
(Hebrew)
May all the power of Moses show us the way.
(English)
Now let us introduce ourselves.
One younger Elder, Garth, seems unhappy.
ELDER
(Standing)
Elder Karn from the Orthodox Synagog.
ELDER 2
(Standing)
Elder Harris from the Hasidic sect.
GARTH
(Standing)
Elder Garth, from the synagog of antisemites.
The Elders all look confused. The Grand Elder especially, thinks for a long
time.
GRAND ELDER
I... Don’t believe I’ve heard of the ANTISEMEITC sect of Judaism before...
GARTH
We’re new.
EXT. SQUIRTS LAIR - NIGHT
A medium sized building with a sign that reads ‘Squirt’s Lair’
INT. SQUIRTS LAIR - NIGHT
A room with sparse decorations. All the squirts are sitting in a circle with
Shlomo, singing.
SHLOMO
Okay, squirts, the elders have given us a VERY IMPORTANT task tonight. We’re all
going to make... Macaroni Pictures like this one.
Shlomo holds up a macaroni picture of the star of David.
SHLOMO (cont’d)

Using dry macaroni, paper, and glue.
SQUIRT
How come we have to make macaroni pictures?
SHLOMO
Because that’s what Squirts do! Now shut your pie hole!
Shlomo starts handing out paper and dry macaroni.
SQUIRT
What’s your name?
IKE
No!
SQUIRT
How come your head is looking so funny looking?
IKE
Uh uh!
Ike throws his hat off and then turns and looks out the window, sadly, toward
his brother.
EXT. JEW-SCOUT MEETING HALL.
All the Jew scouts are in chairs, row after row of them, listening to an Elder
speak at the front.
The Elder is holding a bar of soap and a plastic knife.
ELDER
And that’s how we’ll be making tonight’s craft. And so you see, Scouts, all you
need is a bar of soap, and a dull knife and you can make nifty soap sculptures
like these.
The Elder holds up different soap sculptures.
ELDER
Here’s a giraffe. And here’s a cloud. You can all pick up your bars of soap
later on, as we will all be making soap sculptures tonight...
Kyle and Kenny quietly walk in and find seats halfway down.
ELDER
Now, this year, we are pleased to announce that Jewbilee has grown to over ONE
HUNDRED Jew Scouts from around the country! All new inductees raise your hands.
Several kids, scattered throughout the large audience, raise their hands. None
of them are wearing uniforms as they are not yet Jew Scouts.
KYLE
That’s you, Kenny. Raise your hand.
Kenny does.
The Elder looks around from kid to kid, with a smile on his face. (Use a tight
shot on each child’s face that WHIP PANS over to the next kid, to the next kid,
etc, then to a little Oriental kid, on to the next kid, then suddenly back to
the Oriental kid)
The Elder loses his smile.
ELDER
Uh... Yes... And what is your name, young man?
ORIENTAL KID
Junichi.
ELDER
Ah, wonderful! Could you run out and grab some of those candles for us?
The oriental kid happily gets up and walks out the door.
As soon as he is out, one of the older scouts shuts the door and locks it.
ELDER (cont’d)
There we go. Now I would like all the new inductees to step forward please.
They all start to get up.
KYLE
This part kind of sucks, Kenny... But don’t screw it up.
The new kids all get up to the front and stand in a line.
The elder holds up a large bell and mallet.

ELDER
Raise your left hand and repeat after me... ‘I pledge to be a Jew Scout’.
NEW KIDS AND KENNY
I pledge to be a Jew Scout.
ELDER
My honor wide and true.
NEW KIDS AND KENNY
My honor wide and true.
ELDER
I am proud to be a Jew Scout.
NEW KIDS AND KENNY
I am proud to be a Jew Scout
ELDER
Otherwise, I’d just be a Jew.
NEW KIDS AND KENNY
Otherwise, I’d just be a Jew.
Now the elder walks over to the First New Kid in line and stands behind him.
ELDER
Na-heek Kayhem.
NEW KID #1
Na-heek Kayem.
The Elder lowers the large bell over the kid’s head and strikes it.
BWONG!!!
He lifts the bell and the kid looks totally fucked up, his head still shaking
from the bell as he heads back to his chair.
The Elder stands behind the next kid.
ELDER
Na-heek Kayem.
NEW KID #2
Na-heek Kayem.
Again, the Elder lowers the bell over the kid’s head and strikes it.
BWONNNGGG!!!
The elder takes the bell away, leaving the kid crying as he heads back to his
seat.
NEW KID #2 (cont’d)
(Crying)
Now the Elder stands behind Kenny.
ELDER
Na-heek Kayem.
KENNY
Mph-mph Mrph-Mpph.
The elder lowers the bell on Kenny’s head. But just before the Elder strikes the
bell, Kenny ducks.
BWONG!!!!
Kenny is very pleased with himself. He gives a little laugh as he heads back to
his seat.
KENNY (cont’d)
(laughs)
The elder catches up to him, slams the bell down on his head and bangs it many
times, hard and fast.
BWONG! BWONG! BWONG!
KENNY
AAAAGGHGHG!!!
INT. SQUIRTS LAIR - NIGHT
The squirts are all busy making macaroni pictures.
SHLOMO
Okay, squirts, let’s see what you made macaroni pictures of. Ichmael?

A little Squirt holds up a macaroni picture of an apple.
ICHMAEL
Apple!
SHLOMO
Good. Matthew?
MATTHEW
Cat.
SHLOMO
Joseph?
JOSEPH
Triangle!
SHLOMO
Okay. Ike?
IKE
Baba baba.
Ike holds up a large macaroni picture of Davinci’s Last Supper, in awesome
detail.
Shlomo looks shocked, then angry.
SHLOMO
You don’t make a macaroni picture of The Last Supper at a Jewish Camp!
Just then, a strange noise, and a bump rock the little building.
SHLOMO (cont’d)
What the cheese?
Shlomo walks over to the window.
SHLOMO (cont’d)
Oh my GOD!!
All the squirts run to the window and look out. They see the bear, climbing
around in one of the trash cans.
SHLOMO (cont’d)
It’s that bear they’ve been talking about!!
EXT. SQUIRTS LAIR - NIGHT
Shlomo runs out the door, followed by the Squirts. The bear runs off
immediately.
SHLOMO
Where’d he go?
The kids all look around.
SHLOMO (cont’d)
Squirts! Go grab your gear! We’re gonna go hunt us a bear!
(To himself)
Then I’ll get my Hutzpah badge for sure!!
INT. ELDER’S HALL - NIGHT
The Elder’s meeting continues.
GRAND ELDER
(In Hebrew)
Tonight for the meteor shower, we will pray to Moses. Then we will give Moses
thanks.
Now Garth stands, and speaks in plain English.
GARTH
Oh enough already! What has Moses ever done for us?!
GRAND ELDER
All sects of Judaism follow the words of Moses!
GARTH
Not mine!
The elders all gasp.
GARTH
Tonight’s meteor shower is a sign of the new time. We should use it to pray to
Hamon and enter into a new millennium of faith.

GRAND ELDER
Enough, elder! You will not SPEAK the name of Hamon here!
GARTH
All you ever do is worship Moses! But it says in the book of centuries that
Hamon will one day lead the Jews.
ANOTHER ELDER
We pray to Moses here, Elder.
GRAND ELDER
If you guys love Moses so much why don’t you marry him!
GRAND ELDER
We accept all denominations of Judaism here at scouts, Elder, but your synagog
of antisemites is too stage. GET OUT AND DO NOT RETURN! YOU ARE NO LONGER
WELCOME HERE!!!!
GARTH
Fine!
Garth storms out angrily, but before he walks out the door he turns around.
GARTH
Jewbilee is the time of Hamon! You will all SEE how wrong you are very soon,
when Hamon returns from the ninth tower of deaf illusionment and smotes Moses
and all his followers into pillars of DUST that would cry for their petty lives
but can’t, having recently been turned into dust and all. You will see! You will
see THIS VERY NIGHT!!!!
He walks out and slams the door.
The Elders look concerned. MUSIC STING.
ELDER
HEl-lo.
ACT II
EXT. JEWBILEE AREA - NIGHT
All the Jew Scouts are gathering in a large circle with a bonfire in the middle.
Kyle is standing with Kenny, who now also has some curls.
KYLE
Come on, Kenny. You have to get in the circle.
Kenny walks up next to Kyle.
KENNY
(What are we doing?)
Mph mrm mrph mrphmrph?
KYLE
This is where we all stand in a circle and pray to Moses for guidance during
Jewbilee.
KENNY
(Laughing)
Mph rmph rm-rmph!
KYLE
It is NOT stupid, Kenny! This is my faith and you shouldn’t make fun of it!
Kyle pulls his soap sculpture out of his pocket. It looks like a duck. Kenny
reaches in his pocket for his.
ELDER
Alright, Jew Scouts. The meteor shower will start soon. Let us pray to Moses for
guidance.
The Jew Scouts all bow their heads. Kenny looks around and sees that all heads
are bowed, and then finally follows suit.
ELDER
Moses... Great leader. On this blessed night of Jewbilee, we ask for your
tutelage.
JEW SCOUTS
(All together)
May the teachings of Moses fill our ears and our hearts, respectively.

ELDER
Ohmmmmmm... Ohmmmmmm....
JEW SCOUTS
Ohmmmm.....
The night fills with the ominous tones of chanting.
Meanwhile, a short distance away, Garth is standing behind a tree, looking
pissed.
GARTH
Stupid assholes! Moses isn’t going to teach them anything.
(Looking up in the sky)
Do not fear, Hamon. This night shall be yours. And the antisemetic Jews will
once again rule the Earth!
EXT. FOREST CLEARING - NIGHT
Shlomo is marching the Squirts in a line through the moonlit forest. (Do this
entire scene as one wide shot)
SHLOMO & SQUIRTS
We are Squirts
We are Squirts
We’re so kosher
That it hurts
When we grow up
We will be Scouts
But for now
We’re just Squirts
Shlomo raises his arm and stops. The squirts all stop behind him, in a line.
SHLOMO
(Loud whisper)
There he is, squirts!
SHLOMO POV - We can see the bear through some thick brush. He’s just sniffing
around.
SHLOMO (cont’d)
Okay Squirts, remember the plan, immobilize, and attack. Matthew, you
immobilize the bear with the net, then echo team run up and attack it with your
squirt knives.
Matthew nervously steps forward, dragging a large net behind him.
SHLOMO (cont’d)
Don’t get too close now, just close enough to throw the net on the stupid bear.
Matthew very carefully approaches the bear.
The bear doesn’t notice the squirt, he just goes right on sniffing at the
ground.
Matthew gets closer... closer...
SHLOMO (cont’d)
NOW!!!
The bear looks up.
Matthew panics and throws the net - straight up - it lands right back down on
Matthew.
SQUIRT
Oh, FRANK!
BEAR
(ROAR)
The bear runs over and grabs the squirt in his teeth, net and all. Then runs
off.
SHLOMO
Oh NO! Oh GOD!
Shlomo runs out into the clearing, the other squirts follow.
SHLOMO (cont’d)
OH, The bear took a squirt! Oh I am gonna get it now!!

EXT. JEWBILEE AREA - NIGHT
All the Jew Scouts are still holding hands and chanting.
Kenny looks bored as Kyle and the other Jews around him all chant.
JEW SCOUTS
Ohmmmm.... ohm..... Oohhhmmm...
KENNY
Mph rmph.
KYLE
Shh! Shut up, Kenny!
Just then the bonfire flashes with white light. Loud sounds and sparks fly from
the middle of the circle.
Kenny appears to be the only one surprised, all the others just keep on chanting
with their heads down and their eyes closed.
Finally, an almost atomic FLASH bursts outward from the center of the circle.
And slowly, a shape starts to grow out from the ground.
It is a large face, very similar to the evil CPU in TRON. MUSIC grows intense,
wind swirls, lights flash (as much as they can you have two days to animate) the
whole thing is very grand.
KENNY
(What the fuck is that?!)
MPH RM RMPH RM RMPH?!
KYLE
(Very calmly)
That’s Moses, stupid.
Kenny can’t believe his eyes.
ELDER
Great Moses, we your most loyal of followers, want to thank you a lot for
coming.
MOSES
(Like the Tron voice)
The hour of Jewbilee is near. Let all debts be forgiven and all slaves freed.
MWAAAAAAA!!!!
JEW SCOUTS
MWAAAAAAA!!!
ELDER
Alright scouts, let’s all show Moses our soap sculptures so that he may rejoice
and be pleased.
One by one, the Jew Scouts walks up and place their little soap sculptures at
the foot of Moses’ large face.
As each kid walks up, he holds up his soap sculpture over his head with both
hands and then gently places it on the ground.
When it is Kyle’s turn, he shows Moses his soap duck.
KYLE
It’s a duck.
Kenny watches all this, and then in a panic, whips out his bar of soap and
starts whittling it into some kind of shape.
Meanwhile, Garth is still in his position behind the tree. He is holding a
nondescript book.
GARTH
(Reading quietly)
And it was foretold that the spirit of Moses would finally rest, when his spirit
was imprisoned by Hamon in a conch shell of blind faith...
(beat)
A conch shell... Like this one...
Garth holds out a large shell.
Meanwhile, the Elder looks a little worried.
ELDER

Moses, The Squirts have made you tidings of Macaroni pictures... They should be
here any second...
Moses’ face just sits there. The Elder leans over to another Elder.
ELDER
(Whispering loudly)
Where the HELL are the Squirts?!
The other Elder just shrugs.
ELDER
We need those macaroni pictures for Moses RIGHT NOW!
EXT. FOREST CLEARING - NIGHT
Shlomo is putting the finishing touches on an elaborate pulley system.
On one end of the rope, there is a wooden tray, Just a piece of plywood, with
hamburger meat sitting on it.
The rope then goes up, through a pulley hanging from a tree, then way over to a
distant area where a Squirt holds the other end.
SHLOMO
Now, we’ll just see how Mr. Bear likes rat poison...
Shlomo covers the hamburger meat with some rat poison.
SHLOMO (cont’d)
That otta be enough to kill a stupid bear!
(Calling out)
Okay, raise the tray!
The squirt reels in the rope, raising the tray twelve or so feet into the air.
SHLOMO (cont’d)
Hutzpah badge here I come!
A GROWL is heard off screen.
SHLOMO (cont’d)
Yikes!
Shlomo runs over to the bushes where all the squirts are standing, including the
one holding the rope.
SHLOMO (cont’d)
Okay. Here he comes... Easy now... Easy Squirts.
The bear walks into the clearing, slow and calm. He looks around and sniffs at
the ground.
SHLOMO (cont’d)
Okay, Squirt! Lower the tray!
The squirt starts to lower the tray down through the pulley.
The bear sniffs at the air, and then notices the tray, slowly making its way
down.
It walks over to the tray, which is now dangling just about two feet off the
ground. He sniffs the meat.
SHLOMO (cont’d)
That’s it... That’s it you God Damn stupid bear face...
The bear sniffs a little more... Then suddenly slams its front paw down on the
tray, bringing it quickly to the ground.
SQUIRT
AGH!
The squirt holding the other end immediately flies through the pulley then down
to the ground where the bear picks it up with his teeth and runs away.
SHLOMO
JESUS HELL! HE GOT ANOTHER SQUIRT!
IKE
Baba mama.
Shlomo again runs into the clearing followed by the others.
SHLOMO
YOU THINK YOU CAN STOP ME FROM GETTING MY HUTZPAH BADGE, YOU STUPID BEAR?! THINK
AGAIN!!!!

EXT. JEWBILEE AREA - NIGHT
The Jew Scouts are all still gathered around the glowing, pulsating form of
Moses, singing ‘KumBaya’.
EVERYONE
(Finishing the song)
Kumbaya my Lord
Kumbaya
Oh Lord, Kumbaya...
As Kyle sings, Kenny stares at him in disbelief.
ELDER
Great and Honorable Moses... What do desire from us, your children?
Moses’ face just sits there in thought for several seconds. The finally, he
speaks.
MOSES
I desire...
Everyone looks up in anticipation.
MOSES
I desire... Macaroni pictures.
ELDER
Yes, yes, the macaroni pictures are coming. Right away. Anything you want from
us oh great leader of the people?
Moses thinks again.
MOSES
I desire... Popcorn necklaces.
ELDER
You heard him! Get to making Popcorn necklaces right away! All you need is some
popcorn and a needle and thread!
The Jew Scouts all spread out in different directions.
Kenny, meanwhile, has finished his soap sculpture. It is a little Kenny.
He slowly walks up to Moses with it held over his head.
When he gets to Moses, he bathes for a second in his light and glory, the gently
places the soap sculpture on the ground.
Satisfied, Kenny starts to walk away.
MOSES
HOLD!
Kenny freezes where he is. Kyle looks up, worried.
Slowly, Kenny turns around.
MOSES
There is... An impurity...
Behind his tree, Garth looks worried.
GARTH
Oh no, he’s on to me, Hamon.
Everyone GASPS. Kenny looks scared.
ELDER
An impurity, Moses?
MOSES
This child here is not kosher.
KENNY
Oh-oh.
Garth looks relieved.
Kyle walks up next to Kenny as everyone else starts to menacingly close in on
them.
KENNY
(What are we gonna do)
Mph mph mph mrph-mrph mprhm?!
KYLE
Don’t worry, I know what to do.

ELDER
Scout Broflofski. Have you defiled Jew-Scouts by bringing a non-Hebrew to
Jewbilee?
Kyle takes a deep swallow, and then nervously speaks.
KYLE
Elder, it’s not my fault. He told me he was Jewish.
KENNY
MRPH?!
The circle slowly closes in on Kenny.
ACT III
EXT. JEWBILEE AREA - NIGHT
Kenny looks nervous as all the Jew Scouts and Elders close in on him.
ELDER
A non Jew has infiltrated Jew Scouts and looked upon the face of Moses. He must
be dealt with...
KENNY
(Trying to apologize)
Mph rmph rm rmph rm rmph rm! Mprm mprmh rm rmphm!
The Elder walks up to Kenny and removes his curls.
ELDER
You are banished from here. You must leave, before the great eating of carrot
cake.
KENNY
MPH?!
KYLE
He doesn’t get cake?
MOSES
No cake for the impurity.
ELDER
Go now, you do not belong here.
Kenny bows his head and slowly starts to walk away.
SAD, SAD MUSIC plays as Kenny walks away from the group. All the scouts and
Elders watch him go.
ANGLE - on Kyle. He looks sad watching his friend go.
Finally Kenny gets a good distance away. He turns, gives one final sad look back
at everyone, then turns and walks on away.
MOSES
AAAGGHGH!!!
The Elder’s hear a cry from Moses and quickly spin around.
They see Garth, standing near Moses with a conch shell.
GARTH
Eem batu kom Da-veed! Da-veed hakem bar laka shtood.
ELDER
Elder! What are you doing?!
As Garth speaks the words, the form of Moses starts to wane.
GARTH
Shtood valak shtood inka inka broost!
ELDER #2
He is reading from the book of Hamon!
GARTH
Into the conch shell, Moses!
MOSES
Hellllllppp....
Moses’ form disintegrates and is sucked into the conch shell.
GARTH
And there you shall stay! Trapped for all eternity!!
ELDER

Elder! What have you done?!
GARTH
I told you. The meteor shower is the time of Hamon! I am running Jubilee now!
ELDER #2
Release Moses NOW!
GARTH
I don’t think so...
Garth pulls out a gun. DUN DUN DAAAA!!!
All the Elders gasp and take a step back.
JEW SCOUT
(To Kyle)
When do we get to eat carrot cake?
GARTH
Now, all of you get into tat building or I’ll shoot you where you stand!
ELDER
Elder, you cannot meanGARTH
MOVE!!!
Garth holds his gun out angrily. The Elders and the scouts all walk into one of
the buildings.
ANGLE - Kenny, a short distance away. He is watching what’s going on from behind
some bushes.
The last scouts file into the building. Garth shuts the door and locks it with a
padlock.
The Elders and Scouts watch helplessly from the windows as Garth walks over to
the fire.
GARTH (cont’d)
Now. Now Hamon. Your time has come...
KYLE
Dude, what the HELL is going on?
ELDER
If he summons Hamon, we will all be destroyed.
Kenny watches from afar.
KENNY
Oh no.
EXT. FOREST CLEARING - NIGHT
Shlomo is marching the Squirts through the forest, minus the two that have been
eaten.
SQUIRTS
We are Jew Squirts
We know Jew words
Schtick Schtick
Shmadda Shmadda
Schtick Schitck
Shmadda Shmadda
Shlomo stops and holkds up his arm.
SHLOMO
HOLD It, SQUIRTS!
The squirts all stop. Shlomo and the Squirts all keep looking frame right.
SHLOMO (cont’d)
(Looking frame right)
This is where we will set our trap! Everyone remember your squadron. Alpha 5 and
Gamma Seven will be the recon team. Alpha will take left flank and flush the
bear out of sector three...
As Shlomo is talking, the bear walks in from frame left, unnoticed.
SHLOMO (cont’d)

Once we’re in position, I want constant contact between all squad leaders. We’ll
flush him out and then attack him by surprise!
The bear very calmly uses its mouth to pick up the last Squirt by the pants.
SQUIRT
uhh...
The Squirt is dragged off frame left.
SHLOMO (cont’d)
Remember, this is only a bear. All we have to do is stick together, and we can
spend the rest of the night making bear sandwiches!
Finally, Shlomo looks behind him, at the other Squirts, and notices one missing.
SHLOMO
Where is Ichmael?
IKE
(Pointing frame left)
NO!
SHLOMO
GOD DAMMIT!!!
Shlomo runs to frame left.
SHLOMO (cont’d)
YOU STUPID GOD DAMN SON OF BEAR!! YOU’VE TAKEN YOUR LAST SQUIRT!! YOU HEAR
ME?!?!
EXT. JEWBILEE AREA - NIGHT
Garth continues to read from the book. The wind has picked up, and thunder has
started to roll in.
GARTH
And the ancient one looked upon Hamon as the new leader of the people. And it
was the night that stars flew around in the sky...
In a very WIDE SHOT we see the meteor shower begin.
GARTH
Yes!! YES!!!
From inside the building, the Elders look out the window.
ELDER
If he summons Hamon, it will be the end of everything we hold dear.
JEW SCOUT
I wanna go home.
EXT. ROAD - NIGHT
Kenny is running in panic. He makes it out to the isolated mountain road.
In the distance he HEARS thunder crash.
Now lights... And a car seems to be coming down the road towards Kenny.
Kenny tries to wave the car down. Waving for help and pointing off into the
trees.
KENNY
Mlp! Mlp!!
But the car just drives past.
KENNY
Mrph!
Kenny waits a beat, and then spots another car. Again he tries to flag it down.
KENNY
MLP!!! MLPPP!!!
The car drives on by. A police car.
KENNY
MPH!!
EXT. FOREST CLEARING - NIGHT
Shlomo is marching with the few remaining Squirts.
SHLOMO
That bear thinks he can outsmart me! Well, I’m not gonna let a stupid bear get
the-- HOLD!!

Everyone stops.
SHLOMO (cont’d)
Look over there! It’s one of the Squirts the bear took!
In the distance, through the brush, we can just make out a Squirt, sitting down
with his back to us, in front of a large cliff.
Shlomo runs over to it, quicklySHLOMO (cont’d)
Maybe he’s okay!
-Shlomo makes it to the Squirt, followed by the other Squirts, but then notices
that this isn’t a Squirt at all, but instead a gathering of twigs with a Squirt
uniform on it, like a little Squirt scarecrow.
Shlomo thinks for a second then realizes...
SHLOMO (cont’d)
IT’S A TRAP!!!!
Shlomo and Ike jump out of the way just as-a huge, elaborate net lifts out of the ground all around the Squirts.
Immediately, all the Squirts are hoisted into the air.
They dangle there for a few seconds...
The bear walks up on the top of the cliff, which is level with where the net is.
It grabs the entire net in its teeth and walks away.
Back on the ground, Shlomo and Ike stare is disbelief.
SHLOMO (cont’d)
DAMN! DAMN DAMN DAMN!!
(beat)
OKAY, BEAR! THAT DOES IT! YOU WANT TO KILL ALL THE SQUIRTS? YOU CAN HAVE THEM!!
I GIVE UP!! I DON’T NEED MY HUTZPAH BADGE, OR JEW SCOUTS OR ANY OF THIS CRAP!!
FORGET IT!!
EXT. JEWBILEE AREA - NIGHT
WIDE SHOT: The meteor shower is in full effect. Sounds of thunder and wind fill
the air as Garth continues his horrible summons.
GARTH
(Reading loudly now)
LET THE NEW TIDE TURN! LET HAMON RULE HIS PEOPLE ONCE AGAIN!
ELDER
No!
EXT. FOREST CLEARING - NIGHT
Kenny has given up trying to flag down help. He starts to head back towards the
Jewbilee area.
As he gets closer, he can hear Garth’s words.
GARTH
WE AWAIT YOUR RETURN, HAMON! YOUR PASSAGE IS SAFE FROM ENEMIES!
Kenny moves closer to try and get a closer look, when he is suddenly grabbed by
a large bear and dragged away.
KENNY
MRPH!!!!!!
INT. CRAFT CORNER - BUILDING - NIGHT
All the Jew Scouts and Elders are trapped inside.
The Elder throws himself against the door, but without any luck.
ELDER
It’s hopeless. Hamon will be summoned, and we will be forced to obey him... or
die.
The kids all look at each other.
ELDER #2
I’m fine with obeying.
ELDER
Yeah, obeying should work out swell.
KYLE

Don’t worry you guys, he forgot about Kenny. Kenny will help us.
ELDER
How?
KYLE
Kenny will find a way.
INT. CAVE - NIGHT
The bear walks into its cave with Kenny in its mouth.
Kenny fights to break free.
KENNY
RMPPPPHH!!! RMPHHHHHH!!!!
Suddenly, the bear gently drops Kenny on the ground. Kenny jumps up, and looks
around in panic.
SQUIRT
Hey! Welcome to the party!
Kenny looks into the cave and sees-all the squirts sitting on the ground, enjoying snacks of honey and bread.
Sitting at the head of them all is a little bear cub.
ANOTHER SQUIRT
See this little bear cub? It’s his birthday!
ANOTHER SQUIRT
Yeah, so his money brought us all over to play with him!
BEAR CUB
(Gentle roar)
KENNY
Aw...
Kenny bathes for a moment in the sweetness of this very sweet scene, but then
realizes there are bigger problems.
KENNY
Mprh mrph! Mprhm, mrm mrph rmph! Mrphm rmphm rmh rmhprm!!
SQUIRT
They are? OH-OH!
KENNY
Mprph rm mprhm mrph, rmph rm rmphm rpmh!!!
ANOTHER SQUIRT
Come on, Squirts! We have to help them!
SQUIRTS
YEAH!!!!
The Squirts all jump up and head out the cave entrance. The bear and cub follow.
EXT. JEWBILEE AREA - NIGHT
Shlomo walks sadly into the Jewbilee area. He doesn’t see anybody at first.
SHLOMO
Elder Schwartz, I lost the Squirts... I lost ALL the Squirts... But SCREW YOU! I
don’t need your hutzpah badge anyways! ...Hello?
Finally, Shlomo turns and sees the building where everyone is being held
captive. The elders are slamming their hands against the glass of the window,
making muffled bangs and screaming with muffled voices.
ELDER
(Through glass)
SHLOMO! GET US OUT OF HERE!!
Shlomo cocks his headSHLOMO
What the cheese?
-And curiously walks towards the building.
SHLOMO (cont’d)
what are you guys doing in there?
ELDER
(Muffled)

Get the keys and unlock the door!
SHLOMO
What?
ELDER
Get the keys and unlock the door!
SHLOMO
I lost the Squirts.
ELDER
LOOK OUT!
SHLOMO
Huh?
Suddenly, Garth appears behind Shlomo holding his gun.
GARTH
Don’t move!
Shlomo spins around and sees Garth.
SHLOMO
Oh Jiminy Gravy what is this?!
GARTH
It is the summoning of Hamon, fool. The wakening of a new Kingdom.
SHLOMO
You can’t awake Hamon! What would Moses say?!
GARTH
Moses is trapped for all eternity in the conch of blind faith.
Shlomo looks to his left, where he sees the conch shell in the distance.
SHLOMO
Oh no you don’t!
Shlomo runs towards the shell, but Garth fires. It’s a piddly ass gun, and it
makes a piddly ass bang, but it does puncture a tiny hole through Shlomo’s
shoulder, dropping him to the ground.
SHLOMO (cont’d)
AAAAGHGHG!!!
GARTH
Enough of this waste of time!!!
Garth walks back to the fire, picks up the book, and again, begins to read.
GARTH
Hamon! The great summoning is done! Upon these words let your spirit come!
Ayneck! HOLST!
ELDER
It is lost...
GARTH
Na-yak! Ka-reem!
Suddenly, Kenny runs through frame, grabs the book out of Garth’s hands and
makes a mad dash for the woods.
KENNY
Woo-hoo!
GARTH
HEY! GIVE THAT BACK!!
Garth takes off after Kenny at full speed.
Meanwhile, the squirts align themselves in front of the buiding where all the
scouts are trapped.
ELDER
It’s the Squirts!
KYLE
Go, Ike!
ELDER
Unlock the door, Squirts! The keys are up there!
The Elder points to the area high above the door where the keys are dangling.

ELDER #2
They’ll never reach!
SQUIRT
Squirts, fall in! Chinese formation!
The squirt stands below the keys and claps his hands, one by one, the squirts
start to jump on him, just like Chinese acrobats, making a human ladderSQUIRTS
(Jumping on)
Hup! Hup! Hup!
Kenny, meanwhile, is desperately running for his life with the book.
GARTH
Give me that book!!!
Garth catches up to Kenny and knocks him over. He swipes the book out of Kenny’s
hands and kicks him in the stomach for good measure.
GARTH
Hamon will deal with you!
Meanwhile, the squirts have reached the keys. The top squirt, Ike, grabs the
keys, and all at once they topple out of their acrobatic ladder.
SQUIRTS
Hup! Hup! Hup!
The squirts all run towards camera, in a line, and bow. Ike takes the keys and
unlocks the door.
The Elders and scouts run out. But the Elder sees that Garth has the book in his
hands.
ELDER
Oh, no! It’s too late!
GARTH
Gramack! SHTOOOD!!!!!
Thunder claps, the meteor shower intensifies, and light bursts out from where
Moses once was.
Kenny sees that the conch shell is nearby. He runs over to it, picks it up, and
shakes it hard, trying to get Moses to come out.
Meanwhile, something is taking shape in the sky. A large black mass (Or whatever
is easiest to animate)
KYLE
What is that?
ELDER
(Upset)
It is Hamon.
GARTH
YES!! YES!!!
Kenny tries to break the conch shell over a rock. It doesn’t work. He tries to
break it on a tree. Again, no luck.
The mass in the sky glows red eyes.
HAMON (V.O.)
Free. Free to punish those that imprisoned me...
GARTH
Hamon! It’s me Garth! I freed you!
KYLE
Look!
Kyle points to Kenny who is still trying to smash the shell.
Finally, Kenny realizes he has no option. He places the shell on the ground then
stands over it, and starts to practice smashing it with his head; warming up
like a Karate expert would.
KYLE
Kenny! NOOO!!
Kenny leans back, and then smashes his head into the shell at full force.

The shell splits open, and Kenny falls backwards.
Moses’ form immediately juts out from the shell and up into the sky.
HAMOM
Moses! NOOO!!
GARTH
NO!!!
Moses’ form consumes HamonHAMOM
MOSES...NNNOOOOOOOOO!!!!
-And then takes his rightful place in the center of the circle, once again
looking like master control in Tron.
The giant face stares at Garth.
GARTH
Moses... I... I apologize for any inconvenience. You see I was justMOSES
DIE!!
Light shoots out from Moses and immediately fries Garth into nothingness.
ELDER
Hooray!
SCOUTS
Hooray!
KYLE
Kenny!!
Everyone runs over to Kenny, who is dead on the ground from his head wound.
ELDER #2
That blow to his head must have killed him.
ELDER
He saved us. He saved all the Jews.
KYLE
You know, I think we all learned something today...
Everyone turns to Kyle.
KYLE
It’s fine to have your own beliefs and your own traditions, but as soon as you
start excluding people from your ways, only because of their race, you become
separatist. And being a separatist sucks ass.
ELDER
We’ve learned a lot from you and your great friend, Kenny.
MOSES
Every year we shall gather here in this special place and bring Kenny tidings of
soap sculptures and macaroni pictures.
ELDER
Yes!
MOSES
And those little shaker things where you beans inside of paper plates that are
glued together.
ELDER
Paper plate bean shakers!
MOSES
And let us put patterns of glue on the outside of those paper plates so that we
can then pour glitter on so they look nice and sparkly.
ELDER
You heard him, scouts! Let’s get to work!

